
 
Interview Summary Sheet 
Project:  Memories of Fiction: An Oral History of Reader’s Lives 
 
Reference No.  
 
Interviewee name and title: Judith Anthony 
 
 
Interviewee DOB and place of birth: 1967, Lambeth, South London 
Interviewee occupation: Personal assistant 
Book group(s) attended: Seasons 
 
 
Date(s) of recording:    
Location of recording: Lewisham  
Interviewer: Stephanie Shepherd 
Duration(s): 01.10.50 
Summariser: Alison Chand 
 
Copyright/Clearance: 
 
Key themes: Family, education, work, childhood, hobbies, reading group, African 
heritage, volunteering, reading, books, TV adaptations, friendships.  

All books and authors mentioned (those discussed for >20 seconds in bold): 
Joyce Lankester Brisley, Milly-Molly-Mandy 
Ruth Park, The Muddle-headed Wombat 
Elizabeth George, Inspector Lynley 
Danielle Steel, The Ring, The Promise 
E. L. James, Fifty Shades of Grey 
Zadie Smith, White Teeth 
Marlon James, The Book of Night Women 
Jung Chang, Wild Swans 
Louis de Bernieres, Captain Corelli’s Mandolin 
Stephen King, Misery 
Toni Morrison, Beloved 
Errol John, Moon on a Rainbow Shawl 
 
Interviewer/Summariser comments: 
Part one of two 
 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview, clarification of year and place of birth, 

remarks on being fourth of five children, also having one half 
brother and one half sister, family living in one house, comments 
on busy nature of childhood home, sharing room with three 
sisters, brother having own room, comments on age gaps with 
siblings, relationships with siblings, arguing with younger sister, 
having respect for older sisters.  



00.02.20 Comments on different areas lived in, living in Lambeth to age of 
five, moving to Battersea. Remarks on strong memories of living 
in Lambeth, freer nature of life in Lambeth, spending more time 
out as children, restricted nature of life in Battersea, living on 
busy road, effects of loss of freedom.  

00.03.20 Remarks on parents’ occupations, mother’s work as cleaner, 
father’s work as carpenter, comments on busy nature of parents’ 
lives in old age. Remarks on father’s ambition for interviewee, 
wanting daughter to be barrister. Comments on good academic 
performance at school. Remarks on mother’s desire for children 
to have good jobs, parents’ ambitions for different children.  

00.07.00 Comments on attending college, remarks on course studied, 
uncertainty about plans for adult life, reasons for studying 
chosen course in social work, re-taking O-levels failed at school.  

00.08.50 Remarks on hobbies, African history, art, studying courses, dress 
making interests, not wanting to go to cinema alone, being 
prepared to do other activities alone.  

00.10.30 Comments on area currently lived in, not being able to afford 
other areas of South London, wanting to remain close to family, 
mixed feelings about area.  

00.11.00 Remarks on not having children, having partner, brief comments 
on marriage. Comments on wider family network, living with 
nephew, proximity to other family members. Remarks on other 
nieces and nephews, family in Caribbean, seeing London family 
reasonably regularly.  

00.12.30 Comments on work as personal assistant, changes in role, work 
for project team in change management, working for Barclays, 
comments on design of workplace building, view from building, 
working for Barclays for just over a year, previously working as 
secretary, moving job for more money.  

00.16.20 Remarks on typical week, time spent at work, working hours, 
attending Seasons reading group on monthly basis, dress making 
course, weekend activities, visiting parents, meeting friends, 
going to film group. Further comments on social groups, different 
film groups attended, interest in African film/history. Further 
comments on reading group/description of reading group as 
‘mainstay’ in life, being member of library where reading group 
takes place. Remarks on choir membership, singing lessons, no 
longer spending as much time on music.  

00.22.30 Remarks on interest in black/African history. 
00.23.30 Comments on continuity in hobbies with age, preference for 

creative activities. Remarks on involvement in ‘Black Women and 
the Arts’, different kinds of arts involved with, volunteering with 
group, doing oral histories, different shows performed by group, 
enjoyment of working with artists, remarks on different projects 
worked on with group, pride of involvement with group, 
comments on oral history interviewees involved in project.  
Remarks on work citizenship programme, encouraging 
employees to volunteer.  

00.32.30 Remarks on reading a lot more when younger, reading avidly as 
child, having two books on the go at one time, reading less as 
adult, having short attention span, difficulties with concentration, 
reading becoming more difficult with age. Comments on 
fractured nature of journey to work, not being to read 



consistently.  
00.35.20 Comments on childhood books read, Milly-Molly-Mandy (Joyce 

Lankester Brisley), The Muddle-Headed Wombat (Ruth Park).  
00.36.00 Remarks on not being read to by parents, being taught to read by 

father at age of three (1970), being able to read before going to 
school, father’s recognition of importance of reading. Comments 
on parents’ lack of interest in reading/watching fictional 
material, mother not watching drama on TV.  

00.38.00 Comments on preference for reading fiction, difficulties with 
reading textbooks, academic reading, further comments on 
difficulties with concentration. Remarks on preferred fiction 
genres, enjoyment of crime novels, ‘eating up’ Inspector Lynley 
novels (Elizabeth George). Remarks on general lack of interest in 
romance novels, previously reading Danielle Steel books, The 
Ring and The Promise, enjoyment of books.  

00.41.00 Remarks on strong dislike of Fifty Shades of Grey (E. L. James), 
annoyance at buying book, not reading remaining books in 
trilogy. Comments on other books disliked from reading group, 
remarks on White Teeth (Zadie Smith), publicity attracted by 
book, not being particularly interested by book, trying to read 
reading group books to end for discussion.  

00.44.10 Comments on most reading group books coming from library, 
different libraries used, trying to use library more due to lack of 
space in house for books.  

00.45.10 Comments on keeping books in most rooms in house, keeping 
cookery books in kitchen, remarks on desire to have library in 
house.  

00.45.50 Remarks on joining Seasons reading group, being member of 
group for over 13 years, remarks on Afro-Caribbean section 
within library, hearing about reading group through happening 
to be in local library. Comments on changes to library, loss of 
community/comfortable vibe. Remarks on not limiting self to 
particular kinds of book, comments on good relationships with 
other reading group members, straying away from talking about 
books, books facilitating discussion, varied interests of reading 
group members, small reading group size. Comments on niche 
interests of members, examples of science fiction, erotica, 
reactions to other members’ book suggestions, comments on 
another member’s recommendation of The Book of Night Women 
(Marlon James), reading books would not otherwise have read.  

00.50.20 Further comments on enjoying having books recommended, not 
always liking recommendations, not always knowing what other 
people will like.  

00.51.10 Comments on reading books electronically, preference for 
physical books, convenience of reading on tablet/Kindle, reading 
when travelling. Remarks on listening to audio books, previously 
listening to CDs of books, memories of listening to Wild Swans 
(Jung Chang).  

00.52.40 Remarks on desire to re-read particular books, comments on 
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin (Louis de Bernieres), awareness of re-
reading being different to original reading, impossibility of re-
discovering books, description of Captain Corelli’s Mandolin as 
favourite book, recommendation of book by creative writing 
teacher, need to persevere with book before falling in love with 



it, laughing and crying reading book on train, immersion in book, 
love for style of writing/characters story. Comments on not 
having re-read book because of fear of loss of joy of original 
reading, desire to erase brain and read book for first time again, 
not enjoying film adaptation of book, remarks on rarely reading 
books after watching film, film interference with imagination. 
Comments on watching TV adaptations of Inspector Lynley 
stories, TV version not matching imagination, enjoyment of 
watching Misery film (Stephen King).  

00.59.50 Comments on disappointment with film version of Beloved (Toni 
Morrison), reading book after seeing film.  

01.01.00 Remarks on numbers of people not reading, people using phones 
instead of reading on trains. Comments on tendency to discuss 
books within rather than outside book group.  

01.02.20 Comments on previous membership of reading group prior to 
Seasons.  

01.03.00 Remarks on nieces’ and nephews’ reading habits, nieces and 
nephews reading more academically, reading to nieces and 
nephews as children. Comments on sisters’ reading habits, 
sisters’ interests in African history.  

01.06.30 Remarks on discussions away from book at end of reading group, 
talking about politics. Comments on reading group theatre 
nights, extended remarks on Dessa Rose musical, preference for 
small, independent theatre productions. Remarks on seeing 
Moon on a Rainbow Shawl (Errol John), Scottsboro Boys musical, 
variety of material seen.  

01.09.20 Comments on different political views of group members, being 
able to talk amongst group, description of group member called 
Gladys as ‘moral compass’, different opinions not affecting 
friendships.  

01.10.50 END 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 


